MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t

•

.28/1987

Harmonische Analyse und DarstelZungstheorie
topoZogischer Gruppen
28.6. bis 4.7.1987

Die Tagung fand unter der Leit~ng von Herrn R. Goodman
(New Brunswick), Herrn R. Howe (New Haven) und Herrn
D. Poguntke (Bielefeld) statt.

•

Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses standen Fragen der h~rmo
nischen Ana~yse auf. symmetrischen Räumen und auf exponentiellen (insbesondere nilpotenten) Lie'schen Gruppen.
Die Uniersuchung invarianter ~ifferentialoperatoren und
die Zer~egung von-induzierten und eingeschränkten Dar~
stellungen fanden dabei ·große Aufmerksamkeit. Ferner wurden Themen wie Topologie auf dem Dual e~ner lokalkompakten Gruppe (insbesondere einer exponentiellen Lie'schen
Gruppe), harmonische Analyse auf freien Gruppen, K-Theorie, Gruppen mit polynomialem Wachstum, geometrische
Quantisierung und Darstellungen topologischer Gruppen
behandelt.
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Vortragsauszüge

L. BAGGETT
Representations of the Mautner group

Irreducible unitary representations of

G

H factor into
G and H if
ei ther group is of type -I. If nei ther is of type I, this
factorization may not oceur. The Mautner group M is not
of type I , and this paper deals with representations of
M x M. Mackey' s theory asserts that if the restrietion of
x

e

produets of irreducible representations of

an irreducible representation

T

of

Mx M

to one of the

faetors is a multiple of an irredueible representation of
M,

then

T

faetors. We show that ·if the restrietion to

one of the faetors is supported on a certain elass of representations of

M,

then

T

factors.

E.P. VAN DEN BAN
Eisenstein integrals for semisimple symmetrie spaees
Let
of

G
G

be areal semisimple Lie
and

H

g~oup,

an open subgroup of

Cartan involution

e

cr

GO.

an involution

There exists a

whieh eommutes with

•

o.

In harmonie analysis on the semisimple symmetrie
spaee

G/R,

minimat

oe - stahle parabolie subgroups of G

play a role comparable to that of minimal parabolies in
harmonie analysis on a semisimple group. One may for instanee expeet them to eontribute to the "most eontinuous"
part of a Planeherel deeomposition for

L2 (G/H).

In the

©
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talk we shall deflne Eisenstein ~ntegrals in the setting
described above. The main result is that asymptotically
these integrals behave like vector valued plane waves
whose amplitudes have the same norm. We hope that this
phenomenon is conryected with the explicit determination
of part of the Plancherel measure, just as in the group
case-.

e.
M. BEKKA
Irreducible representations that cannot pe separated
from the

iden~ity

The cortex of a locally compact group

G

is defined to

-be the set of all irreducible representations of Gwhich
cannot be Hausdorff-separated from the trivial one
-sional representation of

G.

dimen~

This set has been introduc-

ed by Guichardet. and by Vershik'and Karpushev in connection with cohomology with values in unitary representations. We give some examples and a few general results
about the cortex of semi-simple and of nilpotent Lie
groups. For IN-groups (i.e. groups with a compact invariant neighbourhood of the group unit) we have a
description

~f

the cortex. If

G

comple~e

is such a group and if

GF denotes the (open) normal s~bgroup consisting of all
r~latively compact con~ugacy ~lasses, then the cortex of

-.

G

~.

....

is exactly G/G F_. This is a Joint work with E. Kaniuth.
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G. CARCANO
Gelfand pairs and generalized half-planes
Let G be a separable locally eompact group and K a
compact group of eontinuous automorphisms of G. It is
known that "L~(G), the algebra of th"e K-invariant integrable functions on G, is commutative if and only if
the trivial one-dimensional representation of K oeeurs
at most once in every irreducible representation of the
semidirect product K G (then (K D< G, K) is a 'Gelfand
pair'). I prove a charaeterizatIon of the commutativity
. con~erns only representatlons
.
of L K (G) WhlCh
of G and'
of eertain subgroups of K, avoiding the induction proeess of K 0< G. I apply this: result to .pr.ove in which
eases the Silov boundary of a classical symmetrie Siegel
domain of type ,lI, with a compact group of automorphisms
naturally assoeiated to it, is a Gelfand pair.

~

D(

,

J.M. CYGAN
Globally hypoelliptic systems of vector fields
on nilmanifolds
oo

A system of differential ~perators D" ••• ,Dm on a C _
manifold M is globally hypoeZliptic (GH) if when
D , f = g" ••• , Dm f = gm wi t h f E ~' (M) , g 1 ' ••• , gm E qco (. M) ,
then f E Cco(M). We show that a system lL of real vector field~ on a general compact nilmanifold
M = r\N
induced by the Lie algebra ~ of N is (GH) iff 1 0 •

©
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The symbols of .the vector fields of ~ projected onto
the associated torus Tn = f[N,N]\N as functions on the
.
An
integral lattice T
collectively decrea$e at infinity
not faster" than a reciprocal of a polynomial and 2°.
The Lie subalgebra of Mo- that lL generates is not annihilated by any non-zero integral linear functional on
any M. j /Mj + 1 , j = 0,1, ••• ~Mj+l = [M,.''"''j] , Mb =~). It
follows that (GH) is equivalent to injectivity of the
system JL on the dual of the space of CCI)_ vectors of
all the non-trivial representations in the spectrum of
r\N (a "Rockland. type" condition) plus a number-theoretic condition on lL on the associated torus (to aV9id
"small divisors"). (Joint work with L.F. Richardson.)

J. FOX·
G-Equiva~iant

K-Theory for non-compact G

The talk will begin by briefly describing Kasparov's biinvariant formalism for equivariant K-homolog~ ~nd K-cohomology.We will then indicate why these are interesting
objects. In particular we will show how Kas~arov defines
the representation ring for a non-compact group in terms
of his KK groups. Finally, we will intreduce the nation
cf K-amenability and discuss the proof of K-amenability
for SU(n,l).
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H. FUJIWARA
Some monomial representations of exponential groups 11
Let
,
of

G
f

~

AJ(,

= exp~

be an' exponential group with Lie algebra
a linear form on ~ and let ~
be a subalgebra
which is subordinate to f.
.vC'1r(x)

O '

Then the unitary character X f , xr(exp X) = e
(X E i)
of th~ subgroup H = exp§-- gives a monomial re. t t·~me, we
presentation T = ind G
X.
of G. As the las
H f
study a kind of reciprocity and a Plancherel formula for
these monomial representations.

•

G.I. GAUDRY
Maximal functions on some solvable Lie groups
We consider left-invariant and right-invariant. HardyLittlewood m~ximal functions, relative to left/right
translations of various families {Bp}p>o of neighbourhoods of e:

J'l fex)

sup ~

p>o

p

f
XB

f dll

1

p

(resp. wi th right tr.anslations).' The groups are of type
AN. In the tax + b t grOUP, for ins tance, we consider
(1 )

B

(2)

B (2)

(1)

P
P

B

(3)

P

{(a,b): e -p < a < e P

-pa< b

< pa}

-eQPa<b<eQPa}

For left translates of (1), ~ is of weak type (1,1),
but for right translates of (1), ){ i8 not bounded on
P
any L , P < +a.. In case (2), the right invariant .ftt is
not bounded on any LP , while in (3), it is bounded on
every LP , p > 1; not of weak type (1,1) if 0 S Q < 1 ;
and ef weak type (1,1) if Q > 1. This is j eint werk
with A. Hulanick{, S. Giulini, A. Mantere and P. Sjögren.
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F.P. GREENLEAF
Speetrum and multiplieity for indueed and restrieted
representations of nilpotent Lie groups
Let

G

be a eonnected nilpotent Lie group and

, eonneeted subgroup, with ~ie algebras
p:

~*

-+

.

~*

be the natural map.- and let

~,~.

K

a

Let

"

TT E G,

0

"

E K

be irredueible unitary represent~tiohs with eoadjoint
orbits 0
1T

'~g*,

0 ~ k*.

=

We give a ,geometrie ch?racter-

=..

0"

in~ueed

ization of the speetrurn and,multiplicities for
representations

Ind(KtG,a)

.

and restrieted representa-

tions TTIK •. In either ea~e the'multiplicity is given by

=

m

#{K - orbits in

0lT

np-1

(Oo)} .

Multiplicities are either infinite
m ~ N.

finite and bounded
1'0

m::

00

or are all

Define the invariant

generic value of dirn

a-l"-

2'dim K~'l + dirn K-P("l)

P

(l E -1 (0 a ~ for induction, 1 E 0TT far restr1etion.)
Then

m::

when

T0

co

when

~ o.

l' 0

> 0, and multiplieities are -finite

By comple,xifying. ~he Kirillov orbit pie-

ture, and applying results from eomplex algebraic geometry, one ean prove
m

Ir

~,~

-

has constant parity <'value mod" 2)

when

are eomplex nilpotent Lie algebras,

-

~

groups regarded as rea Z. Lie groups, and if.
m":: eonstant (possibly

co

T

G,K
C1

E

"K,

o

=0 •
the
then

~ •

©

A•.GUICHARDET

Differential Geometry on the dual of a Lie group
Several notions are .introduee~ and diseussed, for a
Lie group

G,

whieh generalize elassieal nations of

differential geometry on 'mD:
.

jets of order
egory

0,

Ext(G,n)

n,

co

smooth funetions; their
A

at a point

1T

E

G;

and .its Gabriel algebra

gebra of smooth functions,

S CG),

the eat-

C.

The al-

is known for nil-

potent, motion and semi-simple groups, partially for
solvable groups; it is eonjeetured,that, if

ceR,

n(S(G))

algebra

W"

with rapidly

1T

•

iß

is always isomorphie to a universal
the algebra.af all infinite· matrices
de~reasing

is proved by

coefficients;

th~s

conjeeture

F., Du Claux for nilpotent groups, and

is also true for semi-simple groups (by Arthur's results on

S (G)).

Another conj ecture claims that the

algebra of co-jets, tim S(G)/M~+1
composi tion as
G

1T

(S (G) )

is nilpotent or

1T

~

C

~

J

has a tensor de-

this is proved

i~

case

is trivial.

B. HELFFER

Schrödinger operators with magnetic fields and representation theory of nilpotent Lie groups
In this talk, we present results obtained in collaboration with A. Mohammed (Nantes). We give the following
criterion for compactness of the resolvent for the
Schrödinger operator with magnetic fields:

©
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H(A,V)

2 (Dxo-Ao) 2 +1.~

n

=

J

j=l

where

A. E Cco ( JR n
J

.

BJo k

and for each

,:IR ), v.

V.(x)
j=l J

J

E Cco ( JR n , JR ).

J

= ax J. Ak

axk AJ.

-

j

0,

Le t u s in t rodu ce

= 1, ..• ,n

1 E :IN

~

I aa- V

°

x J

J

(x)

I

m (r) (x)

=1
r
~

laa

x

BJok(x)1

r

I

+

1=0

Then ·if for same

I

+

j,k
fal=l-l

, lal=l

(Hl)

2

m (x) •
1

·we have
co ,

is with compact resolvente In the case where
this condition is not satisfied, we study the essential spect~um using the representation theory of nilpotent Lie groups.

H(A,V)

A. HULANICKI
Semi-group generated by
Lie groups

k

-"2:
j

n. 2n°

(-1) J

x

°

J

on nilpotent

J

Let· G be a nilpotent Lie group,
xl' • • • ,x k
elements
cf the Lie algebra ~ cf G such that Lie {Xl', ••• ,~} = ~.
n· 2nLet L
2(-1) J xo J . Then -L is the generator of
J
a one parameter serni-g~oup of operators T~ on ~o(G),
Ttf

= f*p t

·

©
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1

The map t -+ Pt E L (G) has a holomorpqic extension to {z jArg z < ö} ,
z -+ P z E L1(G), and for every
from the enveloping algebra of G we have

lap Z (x)1 ~ ~ Cl., Z e- a1xl
.
for all
tance of

Cl.

> 0, where
x

from

Ix I

denotes the Riemann dis-

e.

H.P. JAKOBSEN
Unitari·z-able highest weight representations
of loop group's
"Let At be a simple complex Lie algebra and let
A
.
-1'
L(,) = <c [ z, z ] 0 A.f/J) (VC be the associated 'Kac-Moody
algebra. We report. here on joint work"with V. Kac in
which we determine the full set of unitarizable highA'
•
est weight modules of L(~)·. The answer lS that one
should add, to the list we gave in Springer.Lect~re
Notes in Physics #226, the highest component of a
~ - I?roduct cf an elementary representation with an
exceptional. Further work shows more generally how
to decompose ~ - ~roducts of these non-standard representations, and, using the uniqueness of highest
weight modules, we integrate these to projective representations of loop groups. It is finally shown pow
one can replace (V[z,'z-1] by either the algebraic
part cf the irrational rotation algebra o~ the set
of finite rank operators, and still obtain unitarizable representations.

©
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J.

JENK~NS

Bi-invariant Schwartz multipliers
Let N be a connecte~, simply connected nilpotent Lie
group. Let ~(N) denote the Schwartz space on N and
.J*(N) the space of tempered distributions.
Theorem A. For

D E.f* (N),

convolution by

contiri~6us~ 'bi-iri~ar~~nt endomorphism cf

D
~(N)

is an 'Ad* -' invariant, smooth function on 1\.1..-*
pplynomial bounds on all its derivatives.
Theorem B. Let '·D E·J'*(N·)
tions of Thrri. A. For ~

is a
iff
with

"

D

that satisfied the condiE

for each :f E j( N), where
tary representation 'of N
orbit of ~.

#*

~~
is the irreducible unicorresponding to the Ad*-

P.E.T. JORGENSEN
Nilpotent groups and 't'he ,'spectrum
:field: Schrödinger operators

Öf:

curved magnetic

Let G be. a nilpotent Lie group with Lie algeb~a' ~ •
Let 6 = x~ be a sublaplacian, xi E "9.
Let
{p (t,g) ; t E lR+ ,g E G} be the corresponding' sUbgaussian.
We discuss regularity properties of Pt' and apply

-!

©
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the results to trace-formulas and spectral asymptotics
of Schrödinger operators

.
. (P.)
. . . .A
p

= (A.)

J

with

J

P.
J

,

= (-1)-2

a/ ax .,

A. (x)

J

J

real polynomial. We show that the spectrurn of

H

is

continuous if the corresponding classical system has
one or more conserved quantit~es, and discrete spectH
trum with etrace class ~therwise. In the first
case we derive spectral asymptotics from
trace(e
.

-tH(~)

)

=f

A

L

•

~

...

dx Pt (x, ~-P. A(x) ,B(x) ,DB(x»,
L~

~

where

-1.}

L

is a submanifold,

H

are obtained naturally fram

=J

~) d~ ,
...A', H( and
...B

and

G,
~

curl A •

E. KANIUTH
Topological Frobenius properties of locally
cÖmpact groups
A locally compact group

G 'is said to

h~ve

Fell's

topological Frobenius property (FP) if for any closed
subgroup

H

of

representation
if and only if
striction

1T

IH

G,

A

T

ind~

and

A
1T

E

G"

weakly contains

the induced
n

(ind~T>1T)

•

is weakly contained in the re-

T

(T

T

EH,

<

1T

I H).

The if anel the only if

parts of (FP) are called (FP1) and (FP2), respectively. It had been proved by Felix, Henrichs, and
Skudlarek that if

G

is an amenable group .with

©
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open connected component satisfying (FP2), then
an -[FC]

G

is

group, i.e. the conjugacy classes in. Gare
comp~ct.", Conversely,

relati vely

we could show that

every [FC]- group has property (FP). We present several results concerning property (FP1):

(1) A (countable)

discrete group G satisfies (FP1) iff G is amenable
and has a Tl primitive idealspace (2) Every 2"- step
nilpotent pro-Lie group has property (FP1); (3) Let

G

be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group.. If all the
Kirillov orbits are linear varieties, then (FP1) holds
for

G.

The converse is open, but true if

the form

JR

D(

JRn.

G

is of

(2) and (3) as weIl as some f~rther

. results are joint work with M. Bekka.

G. KUHN
Random walks on locally infinite trees
. We

consi~er

ly many

random walks (on. a free group with infinite-

gen~rators)

for which the transition probabili-

ty functions 'are finitely additive probabilities. We
prove that all bounded sets are transient.

•

P. LEVY-BRUHL
. Local solvability of linear PDE in connection with
representation theory
Let

G

be a simply connected, nilpotent graded Lie

group, and

H

a closed subgroup. Let

geneous feft invariant operator on·

P

be an homo-

G, . and denote

by n(O,~) the representation ind~ced by the trivial
character on H. Then we have the follow~ng conjecture:

©

n(O;~).

Let E be the spectrum of'
is locally solvable if
(i) rr(p*)
where

e

Sen)

is injective in

reducihle representat~ans
i~

n

of

for all"unitary irG

(ii) There is no open subset
w

(p*)

Uc n

is non inj eeti ve for all

"parametrizes

with

rr E E n

e ,"

the set nf all representations not in

general position, or degenerated on
(r=rank of G),
TI

~ (O,~) (P)

Then

exp

(u

~r

* 0)

w EU,

such that

where

nc JRn

E.

We prove this conjeeture in several eases, ineluding

•

nilpotent symmetrie spaces, and Grushin operators.
Th~

case
papers.

H = {e}

has been analysed in my earlier

R. LIPSMAN
Orbital parameters for indueed representations·
A general formula for the spectral decomposition of
the quasi-regular representation is presented .f'ar
eonneeted Lie groups

He G.

The formula· - whieh de-

scribes the actual spectrum, the multiplieity, and
the speetral measure - is in terms of the usual parameters in the so-called Orbit Method. The formula
is proven in the nilpotent situation, and more generally when. G

is completely solvable. Indications

are given for the

gener~l

exponential solvable case.

The situation cf semisimple homogeneous spaees, especially symmetrie spaces, is also discussed.

©

v.

LOSERT

Groups cf polynomial growth
We give a characterization of Lie groups of polynomial
growth. Furthermore, it is shown that any compactly
generated group G· of polynomial growth contains a
compact normal subgroup K such that G/K is a'Lie
group. This implies that such a compactly generated
group of polynomial growth is built up of compact
groups, a connected Lie group (of a certain type) and
a discrete nilpotent group. In particular, L 1 (G) is
symmetrie.

J. LUDW.IG

Dual topology of an exponential groupLet

G be an exponential Lie group with Lie alg~bra
If one' tries toprove that the inverse of the
Kirillov map K, which "assigns' t"O every .G.-: orbit 0
* its ',.represeI).tat~on TT E AG, one has to cope
in
with the followi~g s~tuation. We are,g~ven a sequence
A
lf
c G, such that for every
k there' does "not exist
k
any norma l connected subgroup 'Hk' with TT k = ind~ T k ,
..
A
.
k
fo~ same
T
k E Hk. Example: 11 = <T,X,y,Z~,[T,X] =
- X, [T , Yj = Y; [X, Y] = Z ~ TT k (exp z Z) = e-1 Ak Z, Ak 0 '!
It is re lat i ve:.ly easy to' handle the c'ase 1f co = lim TT k
and dTTco(Y) 0"
using variab'le group techniqu~s. The
case dTTQl)(Y) =0 is more difficult. One must change
the repre'sentations TT
into representations TT k ,

A}.

-tt

*

*

k

©
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such that some control is conserved on TI = lim
TIk '
k
and such that dn co (Y) * o. This can again be done by
using the method of·variable groups. It is possible·
to extend these methods to general variable exponential
groups and thus to prove that K is a homeornorphism.
(X)

•

G. MOCKENHAUPT
The restriction theorem for

K/M

Let ~ be a real simple Lie algebr~, g = ~ + ~
a Cartan decomposition and K a compact Lie group
wi th Lie algebra ~, which acts on p by AdGk, G
the Lie gr0t:tpcorresponding to ~. Furthermore let
a be a maxi~al abelian subspace of ~. Then we show
for the Fourier trans form on p the following req =
(N+t)
striction Theorem: If fE L (p), 1 ~ q < 2 (
t)'
=
N+3
t = di~ ~, N·= dirn g,
then for regular X E g
A"

J 1f(Adk X)1 2 dk ~. c.ll f 11 q2

K'

For

(N+t)

q> 2 (N+3t)

such an inequality fails.

D. MüLLER

•

Asymptotics forsome Green kerneIs 'on the Heisenb'erg
group ·and tbe Martin 'boundary
This is a'joint work with H. Hueber (Bielefeld):
Let ßK denote the s ub- (ar Kohn-) Laplacian on
the 3-dimensional Heisenberg group H,. In contrast

©
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•

to the operator 6 K itself, for which Folland found
an explicit fundamental solution, the corresponding
heat operator is not so well-unde~stood. Thanks to
works of Gave~u and Cygan/Hulanicki, a formula for a
fundamental ~61ution of a/as - 6 K is known' which is
explicit only up to the partial Fourier "transform
along the center of the Heisenberg group; and it seems'
very unlikely that this Fourier transformation could
be car~ied through ex~licitly. S6, the best one might
hop~ for is a descrip~ion of the asymptotic behavioür
of this fundamental solution. A partial solution to
this problem had already been given by Gaveau, aDd we
are able t~ complete it and give a complete description of these asymptotics..
Moreover; we can solve the" analogp~s problem for
the operator 6 K -lJ " lJ E ] O,ao[,. too. This 'enables us
to det~rmine the Martin boundary of H,.· A consequence of these results is the following: Ir h ~ 0
is any solution of (AK-lJ)h = 0, then h factorizes
to a fun~tion on H, modulo its cent~r.

T. NOMURA
Unitary' 're'p"Iies"e'nt'a-t"ions' ·Öf· 'a 's'ol-vable "Lie', g·r'Öup
~ab
'c'ohomoTögy 's'p'ac'es
Let (g,j ,w) be anormal ·j-algebra and G the connected and simply connected (compl~te~y solvable) Lie
group corresponding to g.
We give a unitary representation-of G in which .every irreducible.(up.to a
~et of·Plancherel measure zero) occurs with multiplic-

(

;

©
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ity one, relating its construetion to a

ee~tain

geomet-

rie structure (eR structure) of a nilpotent subgroup
N(D)
o

G.

oT

This subgroup

N(D)

is canonically dif-

feomorphic to the '§ilov bo~ndary
domain

D

of type 11" on which

S(D)

G

of a Siegel

acts simply transi-

tively by affine automorphisms. We will define unitary.
representations of' G
S(D) ~·N(D).

on-.

ab

cohomology spaees on

Note that there is no G-invariant Riemann-

ian metrie on

S(D).

•

E.M. OPDAM
Hypergeometrie 'functions associated with root systems
Let

R c q*

H = exp ~

be a rank

the

torus with eharacterlattice

(the weightlattiee ef
plicity function
operator
n

I

L(k)

j =1

on

H.

k =

roet syst'em, . .fa- = -or.~i ~ and

n

comp~ex

R).

P

For a choice of a multi-

(ka)a~R

we have the differential

a(~.)2 +
J

We define the family of hypergeometrie func-

tions associated with

R

as eigenfunctions of
typ~

which have some prescribed monodromy
W\!fe g )

Nilsson-clas.s functions on
in a neighbourhood cf

e

E W\H.

L(k)

(viewed as

and are analytic

It turns out to be an

analytic farnily of functions. From that we can conelude that the commutant of

L(k)

(J' is the algebra of funetions on
h

A

,

AE P

and

1/1 - h

polynomial algebra in

a

, a E R+)
n

in
H

(J' (j l.t:(~)) W

generated by

is isomorphie to a

variables (joint work with

G. Heckman).

©
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N.V. PEDERSEN
On the symplectic structure of coadjoint orbits of
(solvabl~) Lie groups "
Let G be a connected Lie group with Lie ~lgebra ~'
and let Oe 1f* be a coadjoint 0t:'bit o~ G. Suppose
that ~ is a rea l polarization at g E ~*. Set Ho
to be the analytic sUbgro~p corresponding to ~ , and
set H = GgH o • SUPP9se furth~r that g is integral,
i.e. there exists a character x: H~T such that
i<g X>
~_.
.
"
X(exp X) = e ' , X E '0. It follows frorn Kostants
theory cf geometrie quantizat~on that one can define
a Lie algebra homomorphism

from the space of quantizable functions on 0, defined
by
t·o ·the first-"order differentia~ operators
~1(G,X) in a cert~in lin~ bundle ~ssociated with
X.
Theorem: ,ö x. ,: e 1 (O,g ~~) ... :B:1 (G, x) is a Lie aigebra
isomorphism. As an application we ~how that th~re exists on eac~ coadjoin~ orb~t of an exponential grDup

1

coordinates (p 1' · · · ,Pd/2' q 1' · · ·.·,qd/2 ). such that
{Pr'ps} = O'-{qr,qs}'= 0, {Pr,qs}
ö rs
(canonical
coordinates).
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R. PENNEY
The Laplace Beltrami operator on unbounded homogeneous
domains
Let n c a;n be a domain. Let G be a Lie group which
acts homogeneously on Q in such a manner that the
action is analytic in G and holomorphic in n • We
also assume that n has aG-invariant volurne and that
the corresponding Koszul form is non-degenerate. In
this case Q i-s a pseudo-Kählerian domain. Let c be
the Laplace Beltrami operator for g. Under additional assumptions on n and its boundary, we are able to
give an explicit description of the spectrum of c as
an unbounded operator on L 2 (n). This .then yields
criterion for determining whether two domains are biholomorphic.

•

T. PYTLIK
Norms of free convolution operators
A short proof of a theorem by Akemannand Ostrand is
gi yen wi th some" applications i. e. short proof that
(result of Powers) the reduced c*- algebra of the
free group is simple.The Akemann and Ostrand theorem
gives" an explicit formula for the norm of the convolution operator A(f) für a function f on G whose
support satisfies the füllowing freedom conditiün
(*)

for any
-1

x 1 ,x 2 ,· • • ,x 2n E supp f, xi
-1

4= X + 1

i

we have

x 1 x 2 x 3 .•. x2n- 1 x 2n =*= e ·
The formula for the norm is
11

A (f) " c*(G) = inf"(2s + I(Vs2+lf(xJI:z - s».
A
5>0
x

©
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R. 8CARAMUZZI
Asymptotics of matrix coefficients and orbit
equivalence of ·a~tions
G"G 2 a~e groups acti~g on measur~ spaces 8, and
respectively, leaving a measure q~asi-invariant,
an orbit equivalence between the t~o actions is a
measure-class preserviog;Borel isomorphism between 8,
and 8 2 that takes orbits to orbits.
Let G be a group of the form 01 n (F), SI"n (F)
or Spq1.2 (F) (F =:IR or ~).; and- let Vi. (i = 1,2) be
finite-dimensional irreducibleomodules for 0 defined
over F.
An integral invariant r(V i) ,os r(V i) S n/2
of
the module Vi is defined. The nurnber r(V i ) can be
easily computed from· the highest w~ight of Vi.
We prove the following
Theorem. Let 0 and V. be as above, and suppose
r (V 1) < r (V2 r, r (V 1 ) S; TI 2 1
2
i f
0 = SPrv2 )
S u p.3
pose 0 Vi acts essentially free ly and pl'operly ergodicallYoon S.,
with finite invariant measure. As1.
.
sume V2 acts ergodically. Then the actions on 8,
and S2 are not orbit equivalent. (Joint work with
R. Zimmer.)

°If

•

82

3 (!! -

Ob(

•

G. SCHLICHTINO
On the periodicity of group operations
Given a topological space X, an abstract group r
and a homomorphism A: r ... H(X) into the group o~ all
homeomorphisms of X, we consider the following periodicity properties which the action of r on X
may have or not

©
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P1 (r ,X)

:, 0r (x) <ooVx E X

P2(r,X)

: 0r

The

fol~owing

bounded,

-(for short ).(y)x
P3(r,X):

).(r)

= yx)
is finite.

results are given

(1) P2 (r ,X) ~ 3r

:5.

r~G

s ~ t.

[r: r]

< co

and

P 3 (r ,G/~) .

.~ 3 normal N:5! G s. t. [r: rnN] < 00, [N: rnN] <co
(2) Given a group A,rsAutA: P 2 (r,A)
<==::;.

3 finite normal subgroup

(3) {.t.' Boolean algebra', r S Autu,:

(4) A Frechet space,

,E ~ A s. t. P3 (r ,AlE)
P2 (r ,1.X)

rSGl(A): P 1 (r,'A)

<==::;.

~

r flni te
r finite

•

r closed, X =G/r compact or connect'ed
·then P1(r,X) ~ P2(r,X)
(6) G compact or eonneeted: P1(r,G/r) ~ P 3 (r,Glr)

(5) G l.c.gr. , G ~

(7) A cornpaet"

(2)

gro~p, r::; Aut A':

P1 (r ,A) + P1 (r ,a)

generalizes a result of R. Baer where

supposed to be

~ r fini te
A

is

abel~an.

H. SCHLICHTKRULL
Eigenfunetions on Riemannian symmetrie spaees
Let G/K b-e a Riemannian symme'tric ,space of the noncompact type with boundary B = K/M. Let f E Coo(G/K)

be a joint eigenfunetion of the invariant differ~ntial
operators on G/K. If f has at most exponential
growth, f' has an asymptotic expansion, whose eoef-

•

ficients a~e distributions on B. It is shown that
knowledge of these distributions on an,' open subset of
B

determines

f

uniquely. This result was obtained

in eollaboration with Professor E.P.

v.d~Ban

cf Utreeht.
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J. SOTO-ANDRADE
Some examples of generalized Weil representations
The classical construction of Weil representations far
the .group

S12 (k) (k =:IR or more generally a local or

finite field) via th~ Heisenberg group may be extended
S~n(k)

to the. groups

(n even)

by iutroducing ~ gen-

eralized Heisenberg group

H(V)

vector space

One defined

V

1 +

subgroup

over

ffi ~V

k.

of the

i~l

of the Grassmann algebra
sional

V

associated to any
as

H(V)

m~ltipiicative group

AV

of

V.

the
(AV)x

For even dimen-

the analogue of Stone - von Neumann theorem

holds and sinee the natural action of

Sl(V)

fixes

t0e isomorphy type of the correspond~ng "Schrödinger
representation" of

H(V),

one obtains a proj ective

reoresentation of Sl(V) ~ Sln (k), of .Gelfand-Kirillov
dimension 2 n - 2 , which reduces to the 'usual :W-e'il 'representation for . n = 2.. Thisconstruction admits a geometrie version which may be adapted to the case of
Sln (k~

for odd

n.

T. STEGER

•

Principal Series of Fuchsian Groups
If

T

and if

is a homogeneous, infinite tree, if

r

S;

G

cipal series cf
tations of

G

= Aut(T)

is discrete and cocompact, then the prinG

restricts to irpeducibZe represen-

r. This is also true if

G

= PSL(2,lR)

and'

the representations are in the complementary series.
The next question is: does a Fuchsian group have a
prineipal series? I.

e.,

what happens· i'f

G

= PSL( 2, lR)

and the representations are in the principal series?

Li
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R. SZWARC
Cornpletely bounded ·multipliers of the Fourier algebra
of the free group
Let G be a locally compact group. A function ~ on
G is called a multiplier.of A(G) if ~W is in A(G)
for any w in A(G). ~ is called a completely
bounded multipli~r if the tra~sposed operator Mw to
the rnapping A(G) E $ ~ tJ1(p.E A(G) is completely'·bouhded.
Let ~ be a radial function on the free group
JF
i.e.
q> = I:q,(n)X
'where ~(n) E a: and X n iso the
n
N
characteristic function of words of length n.
Then
~
is a completely bounded multiplier of· A(G) iff the
hanke 1 matri x h wi. t h e nt r i e s h..
=q, (i + j ) - <P ( i + j + 2 )
.1J·
i,j = 0,1,2, . .. is 'of trace class. The fo~mula for the
completely b?unded norm is given explicitly. As a corollary we g~~'~that every radial completely bounded
multiplier is represented by the integral
f zl xl dlJ(z) .. where )J is a complex rneasure which
{I z I < 1}

.

integrates

I 1- z 2 I
2 •

,1-1 z 1

(This is a joint work with Urfe

Ha~gerup.)

N. WILDBERGER
Moment maps, dequantization and constellations
We define the mom~nt map of a representation (V,p) of
a Lie group G, this is a G-map from the proj ecti ve
. algebra. We apspace PV to the dual ~* of the Lle
ply it to the compact semisimple group G to show
how to "geometrically dequantize" a representation,

©
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that is how to establish a eoadjoint orbit
bundle

L .... e-,

eonneetion

V,

polarization

~,

line

P. whieh

reeovers the usual -ingredients of the geometrie quantization program of Kostant und Souriau.
The notion of
S2

constellat~on

as used by Baery in

is shown to oeeur naturally as the zeros~ o~ eer-

tain funetions defined by the moment on the coadjoint
orbits of

SU(2).
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M. BEKKA
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